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Anticipating a tropical Christmas break with their family, Matt and Thomas await the birth of their baby. Not
everyone is happy about the gay couple's pending parenthood. Their visions of sugar plums and hot man-
man sex crash and burn when Thomas is abducted by religious fanatics. With the surrogate mom going into
premature delivery and Thomas missing, Matt's family races into action...for a Christmas their family and
Black Point will never forget.
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From Reader Review Black Point Christmas for online ebook

Serena Yates says

What a perfect installment of the Black Point series – and even though it is Christmas-themed, I think it can
easily be read at any time of the year. It was definitely fun reading it again even in the middle of spring and I
loved this book, just like I did the first four. Matt and Thomas are pretty secure in their relationship now and
most of the issues and conflicts come from the outside in this book. There has been a pretty major change in
that they are hoping to have a baby with a surrogate, and I couldn’t wait to see them as fathers after watching
them dote on their young niece.

Please find my full review on Rainbow Book Reviews.

Sarah says

This series is so cute. And book five was fantastic. Action packed. I liked that this focused on external
conflicts for the couple rather than internal issues. The character are well rounded and extremely believable.
I can't decide who I fell more in love with Thomas and Matt or baby Daphne. I hope there a further books in
this series I would love to read how Matt and Thomas deal with parenthood.

L-D says

Thomas and Matt are expecting their first baby, delivered by a surrogate and are looking forward to a
wonderful Christmas in Hawaii with their family. When their niece, Daphne's, presents don't arrive, the
surrogate has second thoughts, and Thomas is abducted, it is up to Thomas to save Christmas. There was a
lot going on in this story and it was pretty exciting. Thomas and Matt's love is stronger than ever and I
enjoyed watching this story unfold.

Ism says

I expected a bitte more for the end of the Black Point saga, still is a very good ending with a small twist. One
of the ten best couples on the m/m stories. Congratulations to A.J. Llewellyn.

Kimberly says

My review originally posted on Joyfully Reviewed: http://www.joyfullyreviewed.com/revie...

It should have been the best Christmas ever for Thomas and Matt. A trip to Hawaii, Christmas at Black Point



with their family, and in just over a month, their baby is due. But right from the start things go wrong.
Presents for their niece go missing and drama with Matt’s brother threaten their vision of a peaceful holiday.
To top it all off, something’s off with their baby’s birth mother. When Thomas goes to investigate, he finds
himself kidnapped by fanatics who oppose his and Matt’s impending fatherhood. It’ll take a Christmas
miracle for this holiday to end happily.

Matt and Thomas feel the full hit of Murphy’s Law in Black Point Christmas. Their wish for an idyllic
Christmas is foiled almost from page one, but trust in A.J. Llewellyn and D.J. Manly to make everything
right in the end. Matt and Thomas are the same as they ever were, as are Matt’s loving but slightly madcap
family. New ground isn’t broken in Black Point Christmas. Rather, the book seems like a lovely visit with
old friends for those who already adore the Black Point series. For readers new to the series, most of the
Black Point books can be read on their own. However, in the case of Black Point Christmas, I recommend
reading at least the previous Black Point book, Black Point Surrendered, first, as storylines from that book
spill over into this one. All in all, I enjoyed Black Point Christmas and look forward to seeing what’s next for
Thomas and Matt.

Karen K says

This was such a sweet read - great holiday book even despite the drama and angst which I'm a big fan of
anyhow. Thomas and Matt are still so adorable together and they've become a total power couple; loving,
supportive, successful, sexy but with still a few rough edges and some jealousies added to the mix. That
always makes it more interesting. T

he Lucas family is such an integral part of this series and I just love reading about each and every one of
them, and since Cole was not as prominent in this book, I made due just fine with concentrating on Thomas
and Matt with a little Damien on the side - he's a sweetie and I'm glad he got his man in the end, even though
I was pretty mad at Mike for a while.

I loved how tough and protective of his and Matt's family that Thomas became; fights, being held hostage,
threats - he truly showed his he-man side - rawr! And naming the baby Rosie just made me giggle like an
adolescent girl - how freaking sweet is that. I hear the next book is the last of the series and though I'm dying
to read it, I'll be sad to say goodbye to everyone. Hmm... when will that be I wonder?

Great job DJ and AJ! You've taken this series almost to a personal level I think - I imagine I see a little of
both of you in the characters and in the settings, and even though I don't know either of you or know that for
a fact, it's still really cute and makes the series that much more special.

CB says

There are 6 books in this series currently. I think the story is kind of choppy in the first 2 books - the timeline
seems off and rushed at parts but, the story line is very entertaining and overall I think they are worth
reading. The characters are fun and the sex is hot. Just when I think there is too much sex, the author mixes it
up and keeps it very entertaining. The stories in each book vary and kept me amused.

I recommend this series and enjoy it more and more as the books develop; however, I also recommend that



you start with the 1st book and go in order otherwise it could get very confusing.

Serena Yates says

What a perfect ending to the Black Point series (I'm still hoping the rumor of its demise will turn out to be
greatly exaggerated!). I loved this book, just like I did the other four, actually.

Once again Matt and Thomas are put through their emotional paces as their baby is about to be born. They
face mis-delivered and then lost Christmas presents, their baby's surrogate mother's homophobic new
boyfriend and a group of self-proclaimed 'righteous' religious fanatics who want to 'save' the baby from
being brought up by a gay couple.

I honestly didn't expect this much to happen in such a comparatively short book. AJ Llewellyn and DJ Manly
prove yet again that they are the masters of suspense, designing accidents and plot twists that had me
laughing and crying in turn.

A more than well-deserved 5 stars!

Betryal says

Dayum, my head's still spinning. This story is more than non-stop goings on negative and positive and I have
to say it was busy and got to be overwhelming at times. I won't say the story isn't a good read cause it was in
the whole grander scheme of things, but I need to give myself a timeout at the moment just to get my
bearings. LOL


